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Note: the father kinesiology is "Aristotle" 
Definition of Kinesiology 

CHAPTER -7 KINESIOLOGY AND BIOMECHANICS 

IRRE A G faqia, ifaei sir rtto 

Exercise 
physiology 

À HAT T 3sit fur7.6 Equilibrium centre of gravity, Dynamic and static its 

Biomechanics 

Bloechanice 

Sport philosophy 

7.1 Meaning of kinesiology and biomechanics (Kinetics, kinematics, distance, displacement, acceleration, speed, velocity. 
work, power, energy. pressure, torque, scalar and vector). 

E ts NAI à NEurmgE" The word "kínesiology ° is a combination of two Greek words 
È I5I 3rei" si T "kinesis" and "logus" where "kinesis" means "motion" and 

9TFH VOR fofTtit T 3rtfa alogus" means "study of". Thus, kinesioBogY means the study of 
motion. Hence it is the study of the principles of motion. 

Struture 

7.2 Anatomical terminologies related to fundamental body 
movement . 

Sport histoy 

7.3 Axis and plane. 

7.4 Newton's law of motion. 

7.5 Lever - meaning and its classification. 

Meaning of Kinesiology 

Kinesiology is the study of human movement through the 
fofett I physical sciences (anatomy. physics and physiology). 

application in sports. 

7.7 Meaning of Projectile,trajectory.parabola and range. 

7.8 Force- Meaning and its classification. 

Punctteg 

KinesiolOgy 
|Adapted physical 

Motor behavior 

Sport art 

educatin 

Meaning of Biomechanics 

TYT i à feoI qAIt "ar The word "biomechanics" is derived from two Greek words 

Athletic training 

Pedagogy 

bio 

Sport psychology 

"bio" and "mechanles" where bio means "iving" and 
"mechanics" is a branch of physics science, thus study of 
motion by living body is called biomechanics. 

mechanics 
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FHR, "Gqyitt qift afat rUH According to Herbert Hatze "Biomechanics k the study of the 

structure and function of biological system by means of methods 
TR flqyitfaa #raT fere uif According to Miller Keane «"biomechanics involved application of 

Mechanics - it is the 
branch of physics 
coDcerned with the 
action of forces on the 
bodies. Mechanics has 2 
major division, static 
and dynamics. 

Skeletal 

Systemn 

Kinematics 

Biology 

Muscular 

System 

Static - The study of 
forces acting to produce 
equilibrium. 

Definition of Biomechanics 

Nervous 

System 

Biomechanics is the application of f mechanical principles and laws 

Dynamics 

Angular 

to the human body and its parts. 

of mechanics". 

mechanical laws to living structure". 

BIOME CHANICS 

Distance 

Displacement 

Speed 
Acceleration 

fafr 

Dynamics - The study 
of forces acting to 
produce motion. 
Dynamic is a further 
subdivided into the 2 

areas of the study, 
Kinematics and 
kinetics. 

Statics 

Physics 

Mechanics 

Kinematics - It is the 

geometric course of the 
motion which deals the 
motion in the term of 
time, distance and 
velocity or acceleration 
and we can say it deals 
effect of force. 

Dynamics 

Kinetics 

nertia 
-Maass 

Weigbt 
Force 

’Power 

Pressure 
’ Momentum 

Work 

+Newtons law 
Impulse 
Couple of force 

’Moment of inertia 
+Lever 

Angular momentum 

Kinetics-Kinetie is the 
branch of mechanics 

which deals the force 

that produce or 
change the state of the 
motion or body. 
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HH Y aru-rI s t i aut In the human body, several different mo 
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Types of planes 

Sagittal piane/ 
Longitudinal plane/ 
median plane/ 
Sinister-dexter plane/ 
Vertical plane/ 
Y-Z plane 

plane 

Frontal plane 

Anterior- posterior caIâI 

lateral plane/ coronal 
plane/ 
medio lateral plane 
Y-X plane 

ara TUAG Ae t1fars qR0 r yH�i An axis is an imaginary straight line around which an ebject 

Transverse plane 
horizontal plane 

Axial plane 

Introduction to Planes & Axis 

ti saTUfy, Hfot yf, r fAe moves or rotates. for example, Wheels of a bieyele, homt 
minute hand ofa clock, etc. It is of three types. 

X -Z plane 

Imaginary 
surface/Cutting 
body side 

Imaginary 
surface/Cutting body 
into left and right 

joints. these movements take place in a plane around an axis, 
Meaning of Planes 

Imaginary 

Imaginary 
surface/Cutting body Sagtal aca 
into Front & back 

surface/Cutting body 
into Upper and lower 
top or bottom 

organ or plane is the surface on which the movement occurs. It in 

ngittal 

of three types 

Types of Plane and Axis 

Figure 

Frontal plane 

Axis 

. 

Types 
of axes 

Frontal 
axis Or 
lateral 
axis 

Sagittal 
axis 

Vertical 
axis 

surface passing through 

or 

longitudi 
nal axis 

Tra 

axis 
imaginary Axis 

rotation 
passing 
line 

Left to right 

Right to left 

Anterior to 

posterior 

the body 

of Movement 

example 

Mediolateral 
axis 

Perpendicula Longitudinal 

Flexion 

Extension 

Anterior and Abductien 
posterior axis Adduetion 

Proaation 
supination 

Rotatioa 

Circumduct 



Festures 

Figure 

Example 
from device 

Picture 
Example 
from device 

Explanation A first-clas lever has the fulerum 

Example from body 

Act 
beneficial 

4 CompOnents 

as 

Lever (bone) 

First class Lever 

located between the 

Fulcrum (pivot point, joint)) 

Effort force (muscle force) 

-Load force (external forces) 

effort (force) and the load(resistance). 

Lever 

Eort 

Scissors, seesaw, bicycle brake, etc. 

Exaek 1st Cless Lever 

Balance 

Futrym 

Fulcrum 

Resstance 
Fulcrum 

Load 

Lcad 

Appiled torce 

ya|It is simple machine which makes the work 
easier. "A lever is a device to produce turning motion around an axis of 

Components of lever 

Leers 

Lever 

Movement completed 

rotation" 

Second class Lever 

Efort 

A second-class lever has the load 

(resistançe) located 
Between the fulerum and the effort and the load (resistance) 
(force). 

fulcrum 

Load 

Strength 

Fulcrum 

Opener, nutcracker, 
punching machine, etc. 

Class 2 Lever 

Wheelbarrow, 

Third class Lever 

etart 
force 

A third-class lever has the effort 
(force) located between the fulerum 

Mavement completed 

Pivot polnt 
lcum 

Force 

Fulcrum 

basebal bat, Tennis racket, boat 

paddles, etc 

Speed 

Load 
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